If K is a subdivision of S, a linear homeomorphism from K to S is a homeomorphism from the space S into itself whose restriction to each simplex of K is affinely linear. Clearly each linear homeomorphism from K to S is completely determined by its image of the vertices of K. We shall use L(K) to denote the space of all linear homeomorphisms from K to S which are pointwise fixed on Bd(5) together with the compact open topology. Note that the space L{K) is metrizable, say with a metric yif, g) = ma.x\d{f{v), giv))\v an inner vertex of K\ where an inner vertex of K is a vertex of K which is not on Bd(S) and the metric d is the sup-metric of the Euclidean plane, i.e., d{{x , xA), (y j, y ?)) = max . , , \x . -y .1.
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We also note that for each subdivision K of S, the space L{K) may be identified with a subset of R" for some 72. We now list some of the basic properties of the spaces L(K) which will be used later.
Remark 1.1. Observe that if K' is a subdivision of K, then LÍK) C LÍK').
The inclusion map is a homeomorphism of LÍK) into LÍK ).
Remark 1.2. For each / £ LÍK), the set j/(ff)| a £ K\ also forms a subdivision of 5, which will be denoted by /IzK). It is easy to see that for each / £ LÍK), the spaces LÍK) and LÍfÍK)) ate homeomorphic (the map: LífÍK)) -» LÍK) carrying each g of LÍfÍK)) onto gf in LÍK) is clearly a homeomorphism 2. BdiS)C\H I and / I 3d ÍS) = identity.
Each vertex of H which lies on Bd(S-\H I) also lies on Bd ÍS -\H\
By condition 4, one sees that S -\H | can have only one or two components.
Suppose there are two components. Since ÍS -\H\) C ÍS -\H |), these two com- in [P], Definition 2.2. Let P be a polygonal circle in R . We define the core of P, cor (P), to be the set cor(P) = (I \H {v ., v )\{v ., v .) is a 1-simplex of P \.
Remark 2.3. Observe that for a polygonal circle P in R , cor(P), being the intersection of a collection of convex sets, is convex. Furthermore, if cor(P) 4 0, then for any point y £ cor(P), y * P, the join of y and P, forms a triangulation of the region [P].
Remark 2.4. Suppose that vQ is an inner vertex of a subdivision K and / £ L{K). We note that cor (Lk (/foQ), f{K))) 4 0, fot fivQ) is itself a point of that set. We further note that if g: K -> S is a linear map with g{v) = fiv) fot all vertices v 4 Vf. of K, then the necessary and sufficient condition for g to be an element of L{K) is that givQ) £ cor (Lk ifivQ), f{K))). We shall now show that for a sufficiently nice inner vertex vQ of K, the space L AK) may be split into a union of spaces [LÍK )\ where each K . is a subdivision with a fewer number of inner vertices than K.
Definition 2.7. Let P be a polygonal circle and v be a vertex of P. Using the notations of 2.1, we define the wedge at v with respect to P, W (P), to be the set W (P) = H (v, v . ) u H (y, v fj where v , and v -. are the two vertices which are next to tz on P.
We also define the complementary wedge at v with respect to P, CW (P), to be the set CW (P) = C\ \H (v ., v )\ (v ., v .) e P but v 4 (v -, v )\.
Remark 2.8. (a) Observe that for any polygonal circle P and any vertex v of P, cor(P)= W ÍP) n CW (P). on Lkifiv0),fiK)).
Proof. Let P = Lk(z7Q, K). Note that P is also a subcomplex of K . We claim that, for each /' £ L{K'), cotif'iP)) 4 0-To see this, we first note that This is indeed a well-defined map from L{K ) into LQ{K) and it is injective, for the image of the vertices of a map determines the map completely. Using the metrics on L{K) and L{K ) given in §1, one sees immediately that this map is in fact a homeomorphism into.
To see the image of this imbedding, we note that for any / £ L{K ), j iv ) £ CW,,.
.(/ (P)) since for each 1-simplex {v , v.) of P such that v./v or
v., {fiv), fiv ), ¡iv )) is a 2-simplex of fiK ). Hence, / iv .) is accessible on / (P). But the corresponding / under the imbedding agrees with /' entirely on P. Therefore, fiv.) is also accessible on fiP) = Lk(/foQ), fiK)). Conversely, if fiv.) is accessible on Lk(/foQ), fiK)), the region St(/foQ), f{K)) may be retriangulated by collapsing /fo0) to fiv ^ so that it becomes the image of an element / £ L{K ). Clearly, the imbedding carries / to /. Proof. The lemma is easily seen to be true if P has only 3 or 4 vertices, for P is then a nondegenerate triangle or a quadrangle (not necessarily convex).
In either case P has at least one accessible vertex.
When P has 5 vertices, P is a pentagon.
Since the sum of all the interior angles of a pentagon is 3*7 , the possible shapes of P may be divided into the following four cases:
(1) All the interior angles of P are less than 77. (2) Now, from equations 1 and 2, we have 3(" ¥ k) -3r + (2r -k) = 3 or 3tz + 2k -t = 3. Then by Theorem 3.2, we may conclude the simple-connectedness of L ÍK).
Thence, the case for ttz0 = 5 will also be settled.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. We shall prove this lemma by constructing a path-connected space ß (with the help of Theorem A) and a continuous map /': S -* EQÍK)
such that jÍB) = L(K¿) Ci LÍK.).
1. To define the space B, we shall first construct a subdivision K of S by retriangulating the region St(tz0, K). B will then be a subspace of LÍK'). Now v., v. ate two nonconsecutive vertices on Lk(tzn, K) and ttZq = 5. Let v be the vertex on Lk(fn, K) which is next to both vi and v.. Let f., v be the remaining two vertices on Lk(tzQ, K) such that v, is next to v-. Finally, let P be the polyhedral circle Lk ivQ, K) and Q be the polyhedral circle with the 1-simplices (v¿, vf, (v., v ) , (vc, v, ) and (v,, vA. Q is not a subcomplex of K, for (v., v.) 4 K.
We shall define a subdivision K of S by requiring K to agree with K out- 3. We now show that ;(s) C LÍK.) n LÍK.) as subsets in LQÍK), i.e., if J £ LqÍK) equals to /(/) for some element / £ B, then both / ivf, f iv.) ate accessible on / (P). Let us first consider / (tv.). We want to show that / iv .) £ CWj.Af (P)). Since / agrees with / on all vertices v 4 v0, this is the same as showing that fiv.) £ CW,, .AfÍP)).
Now> (va, v{, vf is a 2-simplex of K', so fivf £ Hf(P)ifiva), fiv.)) (for this notation, see 2.1).
On the other hand, f £ B implies that fiQ) encloses a convex region, hence, fiv¡) £ /7/(P)(/foy), fivc)) O Hf(P)ifivc), fivb))-Therefore, fiv)) 6 CW f,vAf{P)). A similar argument applies for the accessibility of / iv/) on / (P).
4. Finally, we need to show that /'(fi) ^ LÍK.) n LÍK.). Suppose that / £ LQ{K) is an element of L(fC) O LÍK.). We now construct a map /: K' -> S by letting fiv) = f iv) fot each v 4 v0 and /fo0') = the centroid of cotifiQ))-Note that the accessibility of both / fo.), / fo.) on / (P) forces the 1-simplex (/ fo;), / fo.)) to lie on the region enclosed by /(P). Hence, / is a well-defined map in L{K'). Clearly, /(/) = J"
To show that / actually belongs to B, we need to show that /(StfoJ,
is strictly convex, i.e., the interior angle of fiQ) at each vertex is less than 77.
The fact that fiv.) = / iv.) is accessible on / (P) implies that the interior angle of f{Q) at fivb) must be less than 77. It also implies that fiv/) £ H,,pÁfiv■), fiv )) = Hfinyifiv ), fiv )), hence, the interior angle of fiQ) at fiv-) is also less than n. A similar consideration on fiv.) implies that the interior angles of fiQ) at the other two vertices, namely fiv.) and fiv ) ate also less than n. This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.3.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let the remaining two vertices of Lkfo0, K) be denoted by v and v . Consider an element / £ LQ{K) such that both /fo ) and fiv ) ate accessible on Lk (/foQ), f{K)). We shall show that fiv) is also accessible on Lk ifivQ), f{K)). Observe that the accessibility of a vertex w on a pentagon forces the interior angles of the pentagon at the two vertices next to w to be less than n. In our situation, the interior angles of Lk(/fo"), fiK)) at the vertices fivs), fiv(), fiv A) and fiv ) ate therefore all less than 77-. The remaining vertex fiv)) is clearly accessible on Lk ifivQ), fiK)). (Awa)' f^vc^ f^vd^ andA*V is at the ""dp0!"1 of (f(va), /(vc)).
It is not difficult to show that M is a deformation retract of MÍK, vf. We need first define a deformation D which moves, for each / e MÍK, vf, the vertex /Xtz-) to the midpoint of the segment (fiv ), fiy ))■ Note that the centroid of the set Kif) may now be reached by /(tz.). Then let D be the straight line homotopy which carries fiv) to the centroid Kif) tot each /. The composition D2D is a desired deformation.
This finishes
Step IV. The proof of Theorem A is now completed.
5. Appendix. We now give a proof to the modified Seifer-Van Kampen theorem (Theorem 3.2) which was used in the paper.
Let y: I -' X be an arbitrary loop in X based at the point x". Let 0 = '" <',<'-<•••<' = 1 be an arbitrary subdivision of the unit interval / such that
